Your input is needed to make The Voice a publication filled with events, photos and news. Please feel free to submit any events, news or photos to thevoice@runestone.org.

Donate to the AFA

Words from the Alsherjargothi
November was a great month for the Folk of the Deep South! We had a total of eight people at a meetup event in Huntsville, Alabama. It's not a lot, but it's a good start and I'm hopeful for the future. Interestingly, four of the people who attended were not AFA members, but just Folkish Heathens who follow Ravensblood Kindred on social media.

We initially met up at a small park in Huntsville. Everyone introduced themselves and talked about their history with Asatru, and we even had serious conversations about how we perceive the Holy Powers of our people. Once it started to get dark, we left the park to have a nice meal at a nearby German restaurant. While there, we had light-hearted conversation and shared many laughs and stories. Everyone left the event with a smile on their face, and anticipation for the next local event.

There's already a plan in the works for Yule time, and the seeds of Community have been planted. There is always more work to do, but things are looking great in the Deep South!

Hail the Gods!
Pay Off the Hof

Newgrange Hof, Midsummer 2017

Two years ago, with your generous help, the AFA made the down payment on our first Hof. Over the past two years this Hof has seen weddings and baby namings, blots and sumbels. Our AFA family gather here again and again worshiping our Gods and honoring our Ancestors and Folk in a place of our own. This is a first step in fulfilling the dreams of generations of Asatruar, to have sacred places of our very own. Right now a bank in Northern California owns our Hof.... it's time to change that. With the blessings of our holy Gods and the generosity of our noble Folk, we intend to raise enough money to make this Hof truly ours. The AFA is committed to creating Hofs across Midgard, the first step in that
and wide for maximum support. Every little bit helps get us that much closer to our goal. Let's make this happen!

Please donate here!

Hail the Gods!
Hail the Folk!
Hail the AFA!

Matthew Flavel
Alsherjargothi
Asatru Folk Assembly
Wilde Eyes for a Little Bear

Kolbjörn Syndey Wilde, born Nov. 24th, 2017 CE

On Friday, November 24th, 2017 CE (Current Era), Kolbjörn Syndey Wilde was born to Mike and Amanda Wilde, of which Amanda is in the AFA. Kolbjörn was born at 8am in the morning at a very modest weight of 7lbs 3oz, and was 20" long.

The name Kolbjörn itself comes from the Old Norse "Kolbjorn", which is a combination of the Old Norse kolr "coal, black as coal" and bjorn "bear". The name itself means "Black Bear", which is an incredibly powerful name for a little boy. May his life be filled with the strength and determination bears are known for.

Hail the Gods!
Hail the Folk!
Hail to new Life!
Run to the Sun
A Midsummer's Motorcycle Adventure to Newgrange Hof
One evening as I was chatting with Bjorn Raido about our two favorite things, The AFA and Motorcycles! We decided what better adventure could there be than riding our bikes from Wisconsin to NewGrange, and what better reason than to celebrate Midsummer! Our trip is still very much in the planning stages. So far though with picking up another rider, we plan on going West the northern route then heading south west through Yellowstone and the Mountains. We plan to leave June 18th and roll into the Hof sometime on the 21st. The trip will be around 2,000 miles give or take. We plan on roughing it each
motorcycle with 1000cc or more, but ride anything you want as long as you can keep up!! We are also in the process of figuring out how to make this a fundraiser to help pay off NewGrange Hof. If were going to ride might as well ride for a good cause!!

Feel free to contact me on facebook or rasmussen@runestone.org

Hail the Gods and Goddess!
Hail the Ancestors!
Hail the Folk!

Cheers!
Jamie (OX) Rasmussen
Apprentice Folkbuilder Midwest

---

**Modern Society Peace Gurus**

**Half Truth Scams**

by

Joe Feldkamp

---

The following is an essay put together by one of our kinsmen regarding his advice and perspective on finding peace of mind. - M. Waldrum, Assistant Editor

Focusing on something out side of you in order to fix something on the in side is wrong. Like focusing on your breath or candle light, a flower, waterfall etc... You have to focus on your mind then focus your mind on peace. What the gurus are saying is just a distraction, it doesn't get you to peace. The false way of seeking peace is that it puts you in a trance(completely distracted) while true peace you can interact with the world as it comes at you. We all distract ourselves so we don't focus on the negative and we all know that isn't a solution.
that you are interacting with your environment. This is the Easiest way that I have found to achieve peace of mind. Breathing deep to get the oxygen high is helpful but not necessary. It is, after all, a high not peace of mind but it does help with the exercise.

It has taken me four months to see the truth and its probably going to take another four months to see a difference.

So what is peace of mind? It is without negativity, the back ground thoughts, and spiritual attachment.

When you achieve your peace of mind and your feeling clear/good, pay attention to what comes out of you. ***What happens is the exercise will push all or most of the negative thoughts/worry/energy out of you (depending on your thoroughness) but that doesn't mean it's gone. Its just outside of you waiting to come back in.***The easiest solution is to ask your ancestors to dispose of it, then learn how to put it into the light your self. It's kinda like, you clean your place up and you have all your trash baged at the door, if you wait the bags will rip and trash will be all over your home. Quickly you need to dispose of it.

DISCLAIMER..The drawbacks of being at peace are being content/ignorant, most people use it to escape their problems.

YOUR AMBITION SHOULD BE...Building your courage to identify serious problems coupled with deductive reasoning and a peaceful mind, to solve real issues... that's where the gold is.

Words from the Northeast
by Clifford Erickson, Folkbuilder

Upcoming Events

Massachusetts Folkish Pubmoot
Folkish Yule in Pennsylvania
Saturday, December 30 at 3 PM - 11 PM
Folkbuilder Clifford Erickson's home, Lansdale, PA

Please contact Clifford Erickson at cerickson@runestone.org for any event details or if you are looking to host an event near you!

Words from the AFA Military Program

Hails! We are still currently looking for volunteers that are on and/or near our military bases that would like to assist in furthering our goals as a program for our military folk. We will have 'manuals', information packets, and other materials that we would like our folk to deliver to our on base chaplains to better familiarize them with our faith along with
If any of our military members are deploying soon or are currently abroad, please email me your deployment address as well so we can get some care packages shipped out.

Kevin Long
Military Program Coordinator

Words from the AFA West
by Ryan Harlan, Folkbuilder

Our Feast of the Einherjar event, held on the weekend of November 16th-17th, went off without a hitch, and to top it off, our first live animal was humanely slaughtered, and roasted to feed our Folk! Sven, our Pig, raised on good food and without hormones got a grand send off, and made a name for himself. Some of us made our way up to the Hof in
of coffee before heading out to the ritual circle. In the ritual circle, we called upon the God of War and Poetry, leader of the Einherjar, and consecrated Sven to him. I'll spare the details, but Sven went quickly and humanely. We prepped Sven for his grand finale, cleaning him, removing hair, rubbing him down with oil and spices, and wrapping him with wet burlap before placing him in our pit of hot coals which had been tended to all night. Once in the ground to cook for the remainder of the day, we could move ahead with the rest of the days activities. As noon approached, and more and more of our Folk steadily found their way to the Hof, we gathered in the main hall for a discussion on the Einherjar, who they are, and what it takes to be counted among them. We engaged in Marshal games like Tug-O-War, both traditional team, and Viking style, arm wrestling, and board games of strategy. We blessed our grounds with Sven's blood which we collected earlier, and thanked him again for his sacrifice, placing some of his entrails in selected spots on the property and marking them with Rune stones that we carved and reddened with Sven's blood. We held a powerful Odin Blot by torchlight. Around a vigorous ritual fire, accompanied by drums, we called upon the Valfather by his many names, gave him gifts of our spiritual might, and troth, and received the gifts of Helblindi in return. Once 'Ol Sven had spent the bulk of the day below ground in the cook pit, we brought him up and checked on how he was progressing. I'm very glad to report that he was delicious! As soon as we opened up the intricate layers holding in all of his porcine goodness, we watched the meat fall from the bone. Time to feast, and feast we did! Not only did we enjoy or own Saehrimnir, but a Turkey, and all of the traditional fixings, as well as veggies and deserts. A small Sumble rounded off the night, and we all went off to bed. Many new faces graced this event, and I want to thank them all for making it, as well as all of the familiar ones who make these events so special. Without the participation of our members and Folk, these events would never be as special as they are. Thank you!
Yule is approaching and we will be holding our annual Yule gathering at the Hof during the weekend of December 16th-17th. An event page has been set up and invitations are out to our members out West. Of course, this event is open to all of our members in good standing, as well as family members and vouched for guests. If you are interested in attending, please contact myself (Ryan Harlan) or apprentice Folkbuilder Jessica Rose for
News from the AFA Alaksa
by Eric Whisman, Folkbuilder
On Saturday the 18th of November AFA Kindred Der Volkstamm auf dem Nordliche Bar, fellow AFA members and Folkish Asatruar gathered in Palmer Alaska to celebrate the Feast of the Einherjer following almost a month apart since Channcie Alfred led us in a Disir Blót for WinterNights.

With several members being former military, and even more members from military families, we held a powerful Sumbel to honor those warriors past. Words were spoken and oaths were made over the sacred mead.

A strong Wotan's Blót was performed by Gothi Steven Morrell, during which a great windstorm started, catching the Tribe's flag and causing it to wave furiously in the dark cold of the North.

A bacon and Pork-themed dinner was served afterwards, and the Folk stayed and enjoyed each other's company for several hours.

"Cattle die, kinsmen die, You yourself too shall die.
Feast of the Einherjar, AFA Alaska 2017
Words from the AFA Upper South
by Paul Hester, Folkbuilder

November has been a great month in the Upper South with no shortage of activity. Michael and Lindy Terry hosted a great meet and greet in Asheville North Carolina with a wonderful turnout. Hopefully they’re devotion will plant the seeds for a new kindred in the near future. We’d like to thank all of the members that took time out of their busy schedule to attend.

The Irongard once again is setting the bar when it comes to having seasonal celebrations. They’re Wulfdrâs blot had huge turnout and was attended by people throughout the Virginia and Maryland. They also oathed in several new members. The Iron Guard is one of the fastest growing kindreds in the AFA and Svan Heru’s commitment to our Folk is unprecedented at heralding that success.
Our Upper South Folk Builders are hard at work planning “Ostara in the South 2018.” Currently we’ve selected a new venue with great amenities that will be more centrally located and offer us a better experience. This promises to be an outstanding event and hopefully we’ll have some great news shortly. Hail the Folk!
It still blows me away with the enthusiasm and dedication of AFA members. We had
going to do a small Blót at the beginning of the study group to kick off Mother night and Yule. Woodworking day had a great turnout and the next one the ladies will be doing different crafts while we do wood carvings etc. Every month we will plan to learn a new skills and crafts and teach the kids new skills also. Our next event is Yule on December 9th in Bloomington, MN.

Congratulations Anna Mae on getting accepted into Nursing school.
Congratulations to Charlie Mueller for graduating with a airframe and powerplant degrees.

Folkish Family Yule December 9th 4-7 Bloomington, MN
Folkish Family Rune Study group December 20th 5:30-8:30
Folkish Family end of Yule meet and greet December 30th 4-6 Davannis Pizza Woodbury, MN
Folkish Family Crafting and woodworking day January 7th 12-4 Bloomington, MN
Folkish Family meet and greet January 20th 4-7 Davannis Pizza Richfield, MN
Folkish Family Charming of the plow February 10th 4-7 Bloomington, MN
If you are interested in attending our events you can message me on facebook or email jgallagher@runestone.org

Hail the Doers!
Hail the Gods and Goddesses!
Hail the Asatru Folk Assembly!!!

Words from AFA Southern California
from Heather Clinkenbeard, Folkbuilder

Another great month in Southern California, and I am not just talking about the weather. We continue to meet at least twice a month and meet new people all the time. Our folk keep growing and doing more and more together. We find reaching out to each other and keeping in contact even when there aren't events makes us stronger and is creating bonds that will last a life time.
of Ullr the weekend after Thanksgiving. Ullr is not a God we know too much about or even
Hail to often, but as we went around with the horn there was something in every person
that was Ullr. In honor of him we played games and also laughed and talked and shared a
great feast reflecting on how lucky we are to be a part of something so great. Kevin Long
hand carved a Eihwaz rune and carved a poem in it that we burned while galdering. The

Eihwaz rune is associated with the god Ullr, meaning Strength, reliability,
dependability, trustworthiness. Enlightenment, endurance, Defense, protection.
The rune of setting your target and reaching for your goals and
achieving them. Considering Ullr is the God of archery, weapons, and the
bow. The God of personal luck and success which we strive for for all of our folk
of the AFA.

Now we are getting ready for Yule and then Our BIG EVENT IN FEBRUARY !!! The
Charming of the Plow !!! Please register now !!! This is going to be even better than
Walpurgis and may be our last time to hail with the
2138921590

We had two birthdays this month Riley Perez and our very own Voice editor Matthew
Waldrum.
Input caption text here. Use the block's Settings tab to change the caption position and set other styles.
Words from AFA Scandinavia from Anders Nilsson, Folkbuilder
I wake up from my slumber, dizzy and lost as I look around. My brother laughs out loud at me, and my father who stands by the oxen says with a sharp voice that I need to stand up and get back to work. We are clearing away the stone from the ground that we planned to start growing in next year. It's a heavy job but we need another field to grow in.

My body is moving forward and salt water splashes my face. I look down at my hands, I'm holding an oar and we're on an open sea. Next to me are my blood brothers, the best warriors who sail over these waters. I am proud to be one of the selected to follow this journey. Our leader stands at the bow and looks out over the ocean. We all look up to him, the strongest in the shieldwall, the wisest at the camp fire and he is my father.

Now we stand in a shieldwall, shoulder to shoulder and brother to brother, no one backing down, knowing that would be to betray our people. There are bodies at our feet and blood dripping down our faces. But that is okay, the bodies and the blood belongs to our enemies and they have proved unworthy.

A jerk and a hovering feel come over me. I look up at my log cabin that I recently built another room on. We needed more space, now that we have another child. I step into the cottage and in front of the stove stands my beautiful wife. We have been a couple now for over ten springs and she means everything to me. She holds our most recent child at her bosom, he's only 4 months old. I go up to them and met my son's blue eyes. I'm laughing and ruffle his blonde hair, he pulls away from my rough hand into his mother's bosom and my wife laughs as well.

Again, time changes and memories pass by in a haste, like a leaf in a stream. For a while it is there and then it disappears. It is clear now, someone or something draws me forward in time. Someone or something wants to take me to a special place this night, where the moon is full and the veil between now and then is as thin as it can be. Suddenly I stop, everything is calm and a holy peace rests over the place I have been called to. It is a place of ancient power. Here, since the early Iron Age, people have ended their journey in Midgard and begun their next voyage. This is truly a holy place, I know this as if it was written in front of me on a slate board. In this place, a ring of fire has been lit up. And in the middle of the circle, the sacrifice fire burns so strong and powerful. Like a lantern through
Suddenly I hear a voice and I search for its source. There is a man standing in the ring. And he is not alone, there are several and they form a circle. They radiate a force together and the joint strength that they form makes it so that no harm can effect them in the circle. Only those invited can attend this extremely special occasion. For now it is clear to me that those in the ring are the utmost branches of our tribe. Those who fight for the right to live like a tree stretching upwards to feel the sun.

We are many who have been called, we are many who see you, we are one with you, we come from the same source. The link between us is strong and we embrace it. One after each other you stand proud and say the names from you memory. Names of those who lived before and walked in Midgard's groves. You shine in our honor and say words that are only said between kinsmen. When the mead is sacrificed, you stand straight for a while, and there is so much I want to say to you. You are our tribe's fighters who will build on our bloodline. Power to make you strong when the winds blow cold. The hard times are coming and the iron within you will be forged strong. So be strong free men and women of Nordic people, the world needs you.

The ring opens and the fire extinguishes, this time is now over but we meet again.

-Gautr Kindred's Ancestor Blot
Have you had some recent victories in life? A new marriage? A promotion? A new baby? Have you gathered with Folk for a Holy Day or even just a moot? We want to celebrate with you as a community! Please submit anything YOU would like added to "The Voice" to your Folkbuilder Jamie Souligny!

Hail the doors!!!
Hail the AFA!!!
Hail the Gods and Goddesses!!!
Hail our Folk!!!

AFA Europe
Hailsa to all our Folk in Europe!
A quick reminder that we now have a blog on the AFA website dedicated to all our Folk in Europe. Once again, thanks Anders and Cliff! We need YOUR input to really make it grow!

Looking forward to hearing from our Folk!

Hail the AFA!

AFA Folk Services is intended to provide modest, one-time monetary grants to Asatru Folk Assembly (AFA) members in dire need of basic services. It is also to be a source for referrals and information to help members get help beyond what the AFA can directly provide. For more information, send a private message to the Folk Services page on Facebook.

We have had some amazing support to boost our funds for Folk Services as of late. It is the support of our community that helps our Folk in times of unforeseen troubles. Without this support we would not have the levels of success we have achieved and I am looking
Note from the Founder: We need your help! Lots of people "like" our posts, but fewer actually pitch in. I understand—that's human nature—but we need to build at least a small fund for emergencies, rather than simply passing the hat for specific events. Your contributions are earnestly solicited and of course are tax-deductible! Every little bit adds up! Got an extra $5 this month? Shoot it over to Folk Services!

If even a fraction of the folks who like the page did that each month, imagine the possibilities!

Thanks in advance!
Jamie Souligny
Apprentice Folkbuilder at Large

Words from the Four Corners Region
by Nate Hayden, Apprentice Folkbuilder

December in Colorado
December 16 - We will be having a Meet and Greet at Clancy's Pub in Denver Colorado at 12 pm. Come for food, drink and conversation. This is put together by Colt Uland. Contact him on Facebook for more info or email Nate Hayden at nhayden@runestone.org
December 20 - Yule Blót & Potluck, 6pm. At a private residence in Littleton, Colorado. This will be on a Wednesday. Regarding food, please bring what you may enjoy, it can be as simple as a deli made food, canned dish or cheese. Being on the Wednesday we will wrap it up early enough for those that have to work in the morning. Please RSVP @ nhayden@runestone.org

Words from AFA Deep South
by Trent East, Apprentice Folkbuilder
Of eight people at a meetup event in Huntsville, Alabama, it's not a lot, but it's a good start and I'm hopeful for the future. Interestingly, four of the people who attended were not AFA members, but just Folkish Heathens who follow Ravensblood Kindred on social media.

We initially met up at a small park in Huntsville. Everyone introduced themselves and talked about their history with Asatru, and we even had serious conversations about how we perceive the Holy Powers of our people. Once it started to get dark, we left the park to have a nice meal at a nearby German restaurant. While there, we had light-hearted conversation and shared many laughs and stories. Everyone left the event with a smile on their face, and anticipation for the next local event.

There's already a plan in the works for Yule time, and the seeds of Community have been planted. There is always more work to do, but things are looking great in the Deep South!

Hail the Gods!
Hail the Folk!
Hail the AFA!

---

**Words from AFA Central Corridor**
*by Christopher Gower, Apprentice Folkbuilder*

Hailsa, this is my first moment to share with the greater AFA body of Folks and I am very excited to be a part of our Church’s successes. My name is Christopher Gower and I am the New Apprentice Folk builder in my region, working with Bryan Wilton as my Folk Building mentor and Gothi. Well, it has been an exciting time around the Central corridor for this last Quarter of the Year of 2017. So many things going on that it’s hard to fathom where we have actually come from. There is an almost palpable up swell in the Folkish activity level and our wandering folks coming home. Whether it’s the blood call or simply a collective wake-up call, lots of Folk are finding their way to our fires.
throughout my home state of Missouri. Over the last several months, with many discussions with amazing like-minded and motivated Folk (since Winter Nights); Missouri has come together under the banners of the Iron, Bone & Stone Kindred & AFA; uniting many folkish kindreds under One Unified Flag. We are now operating with an Eastern, Southern & Western regional focus within our state and have in fact claimed Missouri as a Folkish State, Proudly Affiliated with the AFA. We have a leadership council of Nine elders that are overseeing our state, all of which have taken an oath to preserve and protect our Northern European Folkish Faith, the IBSAK & AFA declarations and Traditions. 3 council members from each region of the state, with a minimum of 1 female member (can be more, but never less), per region at all times. So that every voice is represented in High Council. There can never be a tie to hold up progress or decision regarding our Folk.

I couldn’t be prouder of those that stood up to claim their role in building a legacy for our people and our AFA Church. We are looking forward to becoming the beacon that so many are ultimately searching for. We have a leadership council in place that is unparalleled in regard to quality, the innate abilities everyone brings to the table and sheer determination to build a statewide community of active spiritual substance and purpose. Melissa Mills (Southern Region) and Eric Meier (Eastern Region) instantly saw the value in coming together, joining us to unify the state and empower our Folk with a sense of community, clarity of purpose and a truly Tribal adherence to our Folkish Ancestry and Northern European Traditions. We are excited to be building our own traditions in spiritual observances of our holidays within a state that has been dormant for quite some time. The sense of ownership and pride is at an all-time high. This is a picture of our wonderful Folk that came together, from every corner of the State and elsewhere for the Feast of the Einherjar. We are truly excited to see what 2018 has to bring!
So please stay tuned to my little section of the Voice. I'm sure there is gonna be quite a bit of things to share and raise a Horn to. I'm excited to be a part of something so important to the spiritual lives of our people. Thank you for taking the time to read my little contribution to this issue. I promise to try to be both informative and brief in my submissions in the future. Brevity and Clarity.

Hail To The Aesir and the Vanir,
Hail the IBSAK Folk,
Hail The AFA.

Circle of Eir - A Call to Healing

AFA Circle of Eir performs a monthly healing ritual calling on Eir and naming those AFA members and families in need of healing. If you would like to become a member of the
The September ritual will be held on Thursday the 21st, at midnight EST/USA. Hail Eir!

**RUNEPEBBLE**

The Runepebble is our very own publication that goes out to the children of our folk. Our next Rubepebble issue is coming up for Yule. It will go out December 1st so we need all material in by November 20th. We would love ideas and articles, stories, coloring pages, puzzles, recipes, craft ideas, anything for our kids or by our kids. Challenge your children or the children of your kindred to write something for us or draw something for us. I promise you we will put it in. Please print it out for your children when you get it and give it out to the kids in your groups. Please help us make it great. Carrie Overton has been doing an amazing job putting it together and adding input and making it look amazing. Lets help her by sending in things to help her. Please e mail to HeaTHOR@runestone.org Thank you!

**AFA Mead Makers Group**

Thanks to the generosity of many of our home brewers, mead is abundant at our events. Mead is a fairly easy brew to make, and can be as simple or as complex as you want it to be. In the past, it was mostly women who were in charge of making mead, but these days people from both sexes enjoy the craft.

Are you interested in learning how to make your own mead? We invite you to join our AFA Mead Maker's group on Facebook. We have folk from rank beginners to people who have been making mead for decades, so there's lots of people to learn from. to join, notify myself, Marc or Clifford and we'll add you to the group.
Baby Blanket Project

The Women of the AFA would like to announce a brand new project - the Baby Blanket Project! We're committed to ensuring all new babies born within the AFA are gifted a handmade - knit, crocheted, or woven - baby blanket! It is our little way of celebrating our new folk!

If you would like a blanket for your newborn, or would like to donate to help with yarn cost (yarn is expensive!) please notify Jamie (jsouiligny@runestone.org) with the subject line: BABY BLANKET.

Greeting Card Project

Hails my Folk!!!
We are in the process of gathering artwork for a collection of greeting cards to be offered for sale to our Folk. To have cards available for all of our observed Holy Days and Special Occasions is our goal here.

I can't draw much more than stick people but I am sure there is a lot of artistic talent in our community. We are also reaching out through our Prison Ministry for art contributions from Folk on the inside. Artwork can be submitted via online email or by mail:

Jamie Souiligny
4805 5th st #141
Rainbow,CA 92028

or

jsouiligny@runestone.org
without permission. As such, Original Content only, please!

If you have any questions or suggestions, please send me an e-mail or private message via Facebook. Thank you!

**Shop and Help the AFA**

RUNESTONE GIFTS: AFA Member Discount

AFA members save 5% on any order at checkout. Use promo code PXLKVV8 at [http://www.runestonegifts.com/](http://www.runestonegifts.com/).

SHOP AMAZON and SUPPORT THE AFA

Support the AFA by shopping Amazon through our Amazon affiliate link! The AFA gets a small percentage of every Amazon sale made by starting your search from [this link](http://www.runestonegifts.com/). Bookmark the link for future shopping!

**Item of the Month**

Brand new in our Runestone Gifts shop! Show off your support of the AFA with this 'AFA Blue' Othala shirt. Othala, the rune of inheritance and what we leave behind, is a great rune to associate with the AFA. So wear it proud and strive towards something worth leaving for your kin!

Sizes small to double X. $20, plus shipping and handling. Order [here](http://www.runestonegifts.com/)!
Volunteer for the AFA

Want to volunteer for the AFA? Fill out this survey: [www.runestone.org/volunteer/](http://www.runestone.org/volunteer/)
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